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 With this verified meal-planning system, you'll have a large number of daily menu combos, with
an increase of than 330 diabetes-friendly dishes, and a large number of snack mixtures. Stop
worrying&#151;The bestselling Month of Meals series is all here&#151;newly updated and
collected into one complete, authoritative volume!and begin enjoying your food!
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Best Meal Plan Book Around! Best meal plan publication I own & This is an excellent book which
helps me plan my meals and snacks This is a wonderful book which helps me plan my meals
and snacks. My acupuncturist suggested this for me to reduce my calories but still be balanced
with my dietary intake. needless to say after doing the study I purchased this reserve from
amazon and it's been an excellent help. This book may be the life plan book!I recommend this to
anyone searching for help planning interesting and diverse menus that control calorie
consumption. I also recommend Gretchen Beckers Book The first yr, type two diabetes, great
and filled with lots of information. Some foods are eliminated (processed foods, processed), but
usually, the range is astounding. I dropped 6 pounds my initial week & that was with just a little
extra on my plate! I feel terrific &.Pros:Easy to useGreat varietySimple to check out recipesGood
index based on main ingredientsReliable informationManageable sizeCons:Most dishes are for
more than 1 serving, typically 4 or even more. Loved just the initial few pages so much I felt it
was well worth it. Here's the perfect solution is to that problem. Great information on how to
regulate for higher calorie programs but if a 1200 calorie plan is already at 50 plus carbs per
meal, the reserve is useless. There are over a hundred recommendations each for breakfasts,
lunches, dinners, and snacks, plus a selection of menus for special event meals (such as
holidays, family members gatherings, and picnics). Each entry provides comprehensive menu for
that food plus any required recipe right with the entry. Furthermore each entry gives simple
nutrition information (calories, proteins, fat, carbohydrates,fiber, etc.). The publication answered
some of my questions, not all. There are also brief introductory sections discussing the way the
menus work, suggestions for eating out, and other useful topics. Totally recommend this reserve
for everyone - diabetic or not. Not all are of help as leftovers.If your primary way for controlling
your blood sugar is counting carbs, you need to execute a little extra work. heading to zero
insulin.Not really everyone agrees with the reduced fat, moderate protein approach this book
uses. Should you have found more achievement strictly limiting carbs this reserve will be less
helpful to you.! I can mix and match as each meal is consistent in nutrients. Great Resource for
those who have trouble planning meals The meals are sectioned off into breakfasts, lunches,
dinners, and snacks. This is not an exotic, culinary masterpiece, but down-to-earth everyday
meal planning and cooking for all those of us who do not have gain access to to gourmet
grocery stores or even large metropolitan grocery stores for ingredients. Every time I use among
the meals/dishes I also shape the Weight Watcher points. I highly recommend this book for
individuals who are "ordinary" food planners and cooks and also have someone in the family
members who's prediabetic or diabetic. counting carbs? skip that one. Pretty disappointing book
given that it really is from the ADA. Just started using. As a recently diagnosed diabetic I am
limited to 45 carbs.5. This is a great resource for anyone, not just diabetes sufferers, trying to
follow a balanced, calorie controlled eating plan. Very disappointing. and I've on the subject of
10! As I began my diabetic, constant carbohydrate diet plan I was completely absent of concepts
on planning diabetic foods over a long time period, but this book was just what I needed..
Interesting foods - some take much longer to prepare than others - but there are so many quick
foods too.... I'm not diabetic, but I am tired of all the diet plans out there that state it's a life
program. Amazing...5, (that of a nondiabetic), down from a higher of 8. I have conquered the
reactionary insulin problems by just eliminating bread, decreased my L/L insulin from 60 units
to 40 units every night, and lost 22 pounds along the way. My A1c is regularly 5. I am a sort 2
diabetic trying to get off oral meds and reactionary and long-lasting insulin. Way too many of
the meals have a lot more than that.This book allows me to tailor all meals therefore i can reach
my goal of zero insulin, and possibly reduce oral meds. I also hope to save the approximately



$3,000 price of insulin and meds per year.UPDATE 6/2/14: Down 31 pounds and right down to
20 units of Lantus.. simply need to focus on my self-discipline. Carbs are detailed for each
menu, not for every item on the menu.an easy task to follow easy to follow. Trying to find recipes
my husband will consent to it since he was diagnosed as pre-diabetic. This book includes a
great variety & are simple to follow. Good recipes Being not used to diabetes, now, I needed to
get ideas for my meals. I also needed to know more.The menus are based on a 1500 calorie
daily goal, but there is an easy to check out chart showing how to adapt the plan to 1200, 1800,
and 2100 daily goals. WORTHWHILE! It took me quite a while to buy the book but when I read it
I slapped myself. Easy, healthy and filled with detailed information regarding good eating
sometimes in the first few pages. But it has been a big help because of this novice. An excellent
cookbook recommended to me by my nutritionist! Lots more when compared to a month of
meals We have struggled to come up with a fascinating, varied menu arrange for myself. Five
Stars Great book with lots of meal choices. Great for low fat, low carb, heart healthy or even pre-
bariatric dieters, or anyone who needs a low prep but doesn't mind an increased prep meal with
simpler ingredients and really wants to be healthy. Five Stars Good monthly guidebook. One
Star No pictures to opt for the recipes Five Stars Loaded with fresh ideas for food planning Five
Stars Good would recommend seems full of good information. Meals predicated on 1200
calories days. Great for those new to diabetes After my mom lately being diagnosed diabetic I
searched the book stores and public library for a straightforward to read, information rather than
to overwhelming book that provides tons of examples for those new to counting carbs and
adjusting to a fresh lifestyle without feeling like it's life sentence of boring food and concern
with what to eat and not to eat...seems full of good information.... Great variety &
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